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I would like to take this opportunity
to welcome you all to Evolve, on
behalf of everyone in the
Communities Team. This booklet is
an introduction to the services we
provide and how we can help you to
get involved and move into
independence. We want to provide
you with the right opportunities,
experiences and support that will
help you with anything you need. 

In this booklet, each member of the
team will introduce themselves and
explain what they do. This booklet is
focused on Wellbeing, Aspirations,
Community and Living and each
programme has been designed in
response to what you have said you
need from us. 

Each of our projects have been co-
designed with customers and some
are co-led with customers leading on
engagement. We encourage you to
get involved and have your say, so
we can run the right services and
improve things where we need to, so
don’t be shy in letting us know! 

We understand that living in one of
Evolves services is not like living in
your own home and we are
passionate about providing you with
everything you need to help you
thrive in your life. 

Please take some time to read
through this and contact us if you
need anything. Each team member
has their contact details listed in
here for ease as well. 

Yours in good health, 
Jon 

jon.deakin@evolvehousing.org.uk 

Welcome to
Evolve!

Jon Deakin
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The Evolve Health + Wellbeing
Team are here to support you with
your mental, emotional and
physical wellbeing. This is
particularly important during these
difficult times. 

There are three different services
within Evolve that you can access:

The Counselling service
Counselling is based on the building
of a close and trusting relationship
between the counsellor and the
client. This is established with regular
weekly meetings for up to 12-weeks. 

The meetings run for 50 minutes and
are offered on the same day, at the
same time and with the same
counsellor each week. 

Counselling can help people to talk
about their experiences, make sense

of them and provide a space that
allows people to express difficult
thoughts and feelings and learn how
to manage them in a more
constructive way.

First steps to Wellbeing Service
The First Steps to Wellbeing exists to
encourage and develop peer
supporting conversations. It's also
designed to help within our
supported housing services in South
London. 

We train people with experiences of
mental health challenges and
homelessness to become Wellbeing
Peers, with the skills and knowledge
to support others with their health
and wellbeing. 

Your Health +
Wellbeing

Speaking to someone on a weekly basis is good, it's better than no
people and keeping to yourself.  Everyone needs someone on their
level to vent to. I was able to explore my life, enter into it more, get
over parts of it and see a different side to my story. 
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Wellbeing Peers deliver workshops
and activities with the aim to build a
wellbeing community within a
service, where others feel
comfortable and safe to speak about
mental health, physical health, and
overall wellbeing. 

If you are interested in working in the
social care sector, First Steps can be
a good place to get the initial
experience of supporting others.

Evolve's Wellbeing Service
has been set up to support our
customers to improve and maintain
their mental and emotional wellbeing.
The service can also help you to
address difficult experiences from
the past that may be influencing your
present, learn more about coping
strategies, and make goals for the
future which will help you to live a
happier and more fulfilling life.

Introducing our Psychological
Wellbeing Therapists

My name is Donna Arthur and I am
one of three Psychological Wellbeing
Therapists at Evolve and part of the
Health + Wellbeing Team.  I work on a
one to one basis with customers and
I also run music, art craft and 

problem solving therapeutic groups.
My work involves helping customers
to cope with challenges which may
be affecting their mental health and
wellbeing. My sessions are very
customer led and I use talking
therapy, teach coping techniques
and help customers expand their
support network. I believe that with
the right support all people are
capable of working towards their full
potential. 

Donna Arthur

Since the pandemic, I have had to
adapt how I work with customers so
that the sessions were mindful of
social distancing. I have conducted
walking sessions outside, used
online and telephone platforms to
ensure that sessions went ahead and
I am pleased to say that customers
have continued to engage positively
with this new way of working.

donna.arthur@evolvehousing.org.uk
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Neetu Bhandari

I am the newest Psychological
Wellbeing Therapist for Alexandra
House, Bromley and the Merton
based services. I have a special
interest in motivation, body-mind
connections and psychoeducation –
helping people understand their own
thoughts, feelings and behaviours. I
use various techniques such as
psychotherapy, relaxation,
storytelling, writing, nature, games,
puzzles, arts and crafts, and creative
visualisation to help people connect
with and empower themselves. 

I am a huge proponent of equality
and diversity. I am a member of the
Women’s Strategy Group and the
Equality and Diversity Group, and I
think it’s important for us all to have
our voices heard.

Self-care is crucial to keeping
ourselves emotionally safe in this
time. For me it’s meditation, reading,
music and working out! 

I am available for drop-ins, one-off
sessions or recurring scheduled
appointments. To comply with the
Covid-19 guidelines, I’m currently
working remotely by telephone or
Zoom. Contact your support worker
or a member of staff for a referral!

I'm Christoph, one of the Health &
Wellbeing Team's "Psychological
Wellbeing Therapists". The title is a
bit of a mouthful I know, "Wellbeing
Therapist" or "PWT" is fine.... or just
"Christoph". I am here to support
customers' mental health and
emotional wellbeing. We can work
through challenges and difficult past
experiences, but we also focus on
enhancing areas in your life, personal
growth and fulfilling aspirations. No
two Wellbeing sessions are the same
as all support is tailored to your
unique style and needs. 

Christoph Daikhi
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Any member of staff can refer you
for a course of regular Wellbeing
sessions, but a referral is not
necessary. You can drop-in and chat
to with me any time I'm free... I love
meeting and chatting with
customers. I also run workshops and
events, including weekly Art sessions
and Music Production 1-to-1's.

I'm passionate about PIE
(Psychologically Informed
Environments) which we are starting
to implement across the
organisation. I've worked on
numerous projects together with
customers to transform their homes
and the physical spaces within them.
We have a lot more projects coming
very soon.

The Wellbeing service has adapted
throughout the year to respond to
the ever-changing restrictions. Now
that we can meet inside, I run my
sessions in ventilated rooms with
appropriate PPE and with social-
distancing measures in place. I am
also available on video-chat, over the
phone, via email and text messages.

My name is Jenna and I manage the
Health + Wellbeing service. I move
between our Evolve services during
the week depending on different
activities that are happening and
meet with staff and customers to talk
about all of our Health and Wellbeing
opportunities. We offer all our
customers the opportunity to
engage with us in many ways. Either
by phone, face to face or through
modern technology, we are here to
help. 

The Evolve Health and Wellbeing
Team are here to support you with
your mental, emotional and physical
wellbeing. This is particularly
important during the difficult times
we have been living through recently.

jenna.soame@evolvehousing.org.uk 

Jenna Soame
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Using video was fine. I felt more comfortable being at home, and if I felt
emotional after a session I was at home and not travelling on a bus. Going
somewhere for counselling could be daunting for people, before they even
start talking.

Sometimes you wonder what they look like over the phone but you can tell
that they’re empathetic and a good person. I think a lot of clients may prefer
the phone as it would be harder to miss an appointment.

I’m Habil and I am the Counselling
Coordinator. I enjoy working with
people and solving problems by
working hand in hand with our
customers as the solutions are not
tailor made, no ‘one solution fits all’. I
treat each case separately taking into
account the demeanour and
characteristics of the person I’m
working with to provide seamless
service and support. I bring the same
excellent approach to the counselling
service by coordinating counselling
sessions and health & wellbeing to all
our customers and staff. 

Before this role, I was working in
Resettlement for the two years at our
Alexandra House service in Croydon.

In each service we have a team of
counsellors who offer twelve weekly
sessions to any customer who would
like to talk about their experiences
and make sense of their past, what’s
going on in their present or where
they would like to go in the future. If
you are interested, you would start
by having an initial appointment with
myself, either in person or over the
phone. I keep it relaxed to make sure
you feel as comfortable as possible
and are able to ask the questions you
want to. Counselling could lead to a
huge step forward in your life, so we
make it as easy as possible for you to
give it a try.

Since the pandemic started, our
counsellors retrained to work over
phone and video so that customers
could be in the safety of their own
room for sessions.

Habil Makomereh
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I’m the Peer Circles Coordinator. We
work with customers who are 25+
internally and externally across
South London. We support people to
access education, training,
volunteering and employment
opportunities while helping
customers overcome barriers to
their goals and aspirations. 

We moved to a completely phone
and online based way of supporting
people during the first lockdown. We
also provided hot meals to over 30 of
our most vulnerable customers
externally who were shielding or who
had been impacted financially due to
Covid. These were cooked by our
Volunteer Peer Advisors and the
Peer Circles Staff. We offer meetings
with customers and Peers via Zoom,
WhatsApp video call, House Party
App, regular catch up calls on the
phone and in person at the service.
This will continue beyond any Covid
restrictions as the benefit our
customers report is that they didn’t
feel as isolated and felt they had
someone they knew calling to check
in frequently improved their
wellbeing. 

We have a wide range of courses and
training available online and also
some in person training which is
socially distanced. We are able to
support people to apply for jobs and
access any further support they feel
they may need. 

If you’re looking to move on, get to
the next step in your journey and
work with staff and volunteers who
have a real understanding of the
barriers you face, ask your Key
Worker about Peer Circles and they
can refer you to us. We are able to
continue to support you whether you
live in Evolve services or not. 

Peer Circles

Shona Bannigan
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Work & 
Learning

Anthony Edwards

I’m Anthony and I am the Work and
Learning co-ordinator for anyone
under 25 who needs support getting
back into education or training,
looking at employment opportunities
and helping you move into
independence. We have built up a
great set of education and
employment partners and can link
you in with what you need. 

2020 has been a rough year for us all
and unemployment is at an all-time
high, leaving feelings at an all-time
low……however it has also dawned
the age of digital interviews, remote
learning and employment
opportunities. 

For me as someone who loves
technology and enjoys new and
creative ways of doing things it’s an
exciting time to come into the role
and I’m always open to suggestions
on how to improve please don’t
hesitate to hit me up if you have a link
you think should be shared to all.I’ll
make a point of coming and
introducing myself as soon as I can.

If you need any support around
education or employment, get in
touch with me. 
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Get Involved

Louisa Bull

I am the new Get Involved Manager at
Evolve. My main role is to ensure that
customers have the opportunity to
have a real input into how Evolve is run
and how their service is delivered. I am
here to help customers voice their
opinions with confidence and to
ensure that their views and ideas are
valued and listened to. I am keen to
ensure that all of customers are given
the opportunity to collaborate on co-
production activities and are given an
active voice in the decisions made
within Evolve.

One of my favourite parts of the job is
running the Women’s Strategy Group,
which is made up of both female staff
members and customers. We have
been meeting regularly over zoom to
ensure that women’s voices are being
heard within our services. We have
also used our meetings to inform our
own learning about issues that impact
women’s lives, by inviting guest
speakers to share their knowledge and
expertise on a range of subjects

As the Get Involved Manager, it is my
responsibility to work with the
communications team to produce the
quarterly customer newsletter. We are
always looking for customers to
contribute their own articles for the
newsletter or to be involved in the
design and editing process.

 If you have any ideas for content for
the next newsletter or would like to
take an active role in producing
newsletters for Evolve please get in
touch with me

I also run our Be-Involved meetings,
which give customers the opportunity
to make decisions about what
happens within their service. These
meetings are a forum for customers to
give feedback and suggestions about
what is working well at Evolve and
areas where improvements could be
made.  The Be-Involved meetings take
place every two months, recently they
have been run over zoom, but I am
hoping that in the next few months we
will be able to return to face-to-face
meetings. 
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Become a Peer Advisor – Help
others needing support by
joining our Peer Pathways
programme 

Help us employ the right people
to work for us – Be part of the
interviewing process for new
staff and help us chose the right
people to work for us

Join a group – attend one of our
workshops for Wellbeing or Work
and Learning

Set up a group – Run a workshop
for others by showing us your
talents

Have your say – Lead on
customer meetings, join your
team meeting, help shape our
policies, or get involved in the
BeInvolved meeting run by the
Get Involved Manager.

Get involved in your service –
breakfast club

Volunteer – In your local
community or within one of the
communities’ team

 How you can get Involved

In return you will get a professional reference and access to
opportunities and positive experiences.
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Equality, Diversity &
Inclusion

Conversations about Race and
Anti-racism with staff, customers
and volunteers 
Making services feel more
inclusive 
Training for staff on equality,
diversity and inclusion 
Better and more inclusive
recruitment so we hire the right
people to support you while you’re
with us 
More events and awareness
raising events so everyone can be
recognised and celebrated for
their differences.

Some of the things we will focus on

Fatima Musa

My name is Fatima, and I am the Equality
Diversity and Inclusion advisor for
Evolve. My role is dedicated to valuing
and celebrating diversity and inclusion.
Evolve is fully committed to equality,
diversity and inclusion (EDI) as well as
challenging discrimination and building
an inclusive atmosphere for staff,
customers and volunteers to feel they
belong and can succeed.  

The EDI steering group was set up in
February 2020 and it is made up of staff
from across the organisation, our
customers, volunteers and previous
customers too. The group is co-chaired
by Alice Hainsworth, Director of
Operations and Elspeth Hayde, Director
of People and Culture. It stands to
create better opportunities for those
from marginalised groups from the 9
protected characteristics and beyond
such race, religion, disability, gender,
sexuality, age, gender reassignment
(including transgender), marriage and
pregnancy or maternity and beyond.

It is vital that everyone feels included,
valued and that they feel they are truly
heard. 

We have a lot to do but we cannot do it without your voice. If you would like
to be involved, please speak to your support worker or contact me

directly.
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The organisation has made a commitment to prioritise EDI in the Corporate Work
Plan 2020/2021. 

We have created an action plan with six focus areas; Policies, Training, Race,
Gender Identity, Recruitment and Networks.

We have carried out equality impact assessments for 10 of our policies so far and
we've put in a process of doing this for new policies. This is an approach designed
to help make sure policies, practices and decision-making processes are fair and
do not present barriers to participation. 

We are updating our Equality and Diversity policy which will be available on our
website soon. 

What we've done so far! 

We have much more planned, so look out for more information from your support
worker and at your service. I will also be attending Be-Involved meetings to hear

directly from you. I hope you’ll be able to join me and please get in touch with me if
you have any questions.

BLACK LIVES 
MATTER
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Quality & Policy

My name is Anna Huxley and I’m the
Quality and Policy Manager at Evolve. 
I’m responsible for managing our
policies and procedures which set out
what we do and how we do it. We want
our customers to have a real voice in
developing and improving our services. 

I’d really like you involved in having an
input in the policies and procedures
that apply to you, your homes and
services.If anyone is interested, please
contact me and we can have a
conversation about how you can do
this. 

I’m responsible for managing annual
audits, where we look carefully at
different areas to assess how well we
are doing in each area and make
recommendations for improvements. 
If you would like more information on
our latest audit results, or if you would
like to get involved in upcoming audits,
please get in touch.

I oversee our annual customer survey,
where we ask our customers to
complete a survey on how satisfied you
are with the services you receive from
Evolve. 

We use the results of our customer
survey to identify areas where we can
improve services to customers. 

Recommendations from the results are
used by teams to develop improvements
in our services. 

Louisa Bull and I have a shared email
address:
qualityandcoproduction@evolvehousing
.org.uk

We’d really like to hear from you with any
suggestions and if you’d like to get
involved with  co-production at Evolve.

anna.huxley@evolvehousing.org.uk

Anna Huxley
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